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Novel Fragment
Glenda George

All this thinking started with the jeans, her eyes lighting on a peep of pale flesh through a suddenly
threadbare patch; thinking that, if she was in the USA right now, it would be hot. Hot enough for
shorts. She would take up her scissors, chop, chop, off with the denim legs, the offending worn part
dropping to the floor. If she was there, her legs would be sunbrown from days in the saddle (surely
not in shorts? no rational person rode in shorts); her knees perhaps red and peeling. But if not in
shorts she would (surely she would) be in the saddle—her grandma lived in a ranch-house on the
farm, a sort of Dower House for the surviving family elder, a Hackenbush only by marriage but a respected name thereabouts. And the ranch had a stud. So yes, there would be horses. Plenty horses.
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Polaroid

Erin Slaughter
II
Instead, sunset begins by rusting smoke in the lungs turning into moss fire in the hands
turning into hands take me back to when sleeping in a parked car felt like an adventure
dangerous the way an unclothed body is dangerous the bruised playground the rushing sky
tribes of concrete fissures migrate towards the lantern tree
Tell me it was for the hunger I could not drown
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I

a head full of moths

burning off

like a fever

II
I find crumpled bodies of spiders in my sheets a bayou of old cologne rolls over the room
once under purple midnight a jazz trumpet’s broken song rang through streets wet and
tangled cotton curtains birthed through the open window August chill exhaling rain like a
lover’s mouth before sleep coats the ground with oily light
III

They call it mail because women know better than to show up unannounced letters carry
news of death or money fill out credit card offers with names of childhood pets Ditch Izzy
Leo Boomer Julia Teddy write back dog chasing mail man direct representation of the
relationship humans have with God; always barking always trying to follow home
I
Tell me I will look back on this room in love the bookshelf the stained carpet white wine
from a plastic cup exposing red to the surface there is always someone with a towel at hand
always someone I needed ten years ago a life rearranged on shuffle how the air in Manhattan
tastes of pepper and joy carpeted office towers accents and freckles in Bath the white
wine the table cloth sing hymns of pasts un-pathed and homes un-held
III
Good photos capture light pouring into a room but great ones capture light pouring out of a
person and this obsession with light, like it’s something that can save we all have to be
there when we die and some of us die alone tell me there is candle glow or summer dancing
in that

II
Someone asks, why the liquor bottles hanging from the trees?
keep the spirits away

Answer: They hang spirits to

I
Paint symphonies of absence burn something down believe some part of you must be better
than before tear first tear second sifting through the ashes mother’s fingers at the
smoking glue gun father’s face painted green tinfoil packing tape wallpaper marble pots and
pans sliding underfoot
His body was a storm

III
murmured in a helicopter the stars slept

Shuffle repeat tinfoil green marble
the stars underfoot

skin

under his skin to keep warm

II
smoking sliding storming

the helicopter fingers

I
Leave something you love in a dark place Forgive yourself
III
Photographs weathered like dust cracked like hail hidden away in wallets that open and
close like hearts and like hearts can be stolen every beloved eventually in a shoebox five
for one dollar at the thrift store every photograph of someone who is dead now your young
lover facedown
in a jewelry box for twenty five
years that orange second unfolding into
orgasm a sliver of tooth of breath stirring still
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I Know You’re Busy
Louie Crew Clay

I know you’re busy,
but trace your next hard-on
to show you still prosper.
Love ya, guy!
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Rose Hips
Ash Turner

Maybe if I masturbate more, maybe if I
castrate emotion more. Say orgasm isn’t
king. Are you drowning, babe? Call them
passive-paged lungs like a gun all shaft and
ready for the act. Act I: Preach kinky
innocence as genesis. Say you’ll find the
golden oh under my rainbow. Oh, but the
reality show is your cum. Under my cuticles
colored Making Mauves and damnit if
that’s not what I’m doing, too. Just a big ol’
slut’s big ol’ strut. With an aim pretty great,
stance queer-straight. Squat like a lady.
This isn’t rape it’s <<<Role Play>>> Forget
your daddy fantasy. I want the head cocked
between my legs. The growth of hair as
guerilla warfare. Malicious softness and
femme-domme
militias.
Bitches
whose
fine-shelled lips would blow your conch to
bits. Everything we know is 1950’s mint.
*Limited
Edition*
S~P~E~C~I~A~L~D~E~L~I~V~E~R~Y
all wrapped in liminal millennial plastic.
Are you breathing, dear? I am sleeping
with my fear, as in fucking my fear: 1.
monogamy (omg agony) 2. assumed (u a
mess d) 3. lonely (yell no) You want a
fairytale, don’t you, hon? You want a love
that’ll smack you down, crown under toe.
Tell me, which doggy do you like more: the
rose, the style, or the master? All is dust is
dust, you know. Hold tight for the long run.
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Sext

Anna Mirzayan
2 am, the screen phosphoresces
and you
disintegrate into that familiar noiseless dust,
a crop of hair with fingers that type out ‘fuck me’
and ‘copy and paste’
and ‘repeat’
you collate the sex plague
and your hand-tongues shout
‘send nudes!’ into the void
and your mouth-locusts croak with pleasure.
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“do you like
scales
skin
reptilian cocks that can change colors,
breasts like drapes to be pulled apart
and tied back with silk cords?”
“your eyes are refracted black pits,
the noiseless void of space,
intangible gel cubes beneath an ocean of glass.”
“I want you to swallow a contingent of cocks
down into a secret room where nobody has the key,
tactical hiding into disintegration
I want to disappear with each thrust.”
“((o)) ((o))”
“I am putting my fingers inside you
looking for answers and misplaced things.”

Izza and Saturn

Zachary Scott Hamilton
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Untitled

Marina Manoukian
1. When I is said, what’s pointed at?
1a. Worried that when asked, no one will point,
or that no one will remember to point?
2. Can the pointer point at the pointer?
2a. Yes
but point fails to point at I.
2b. Point from outside,
but the pointer is never outside I.
		
3. Who points first, the pointer or the mirror?
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3a. Move away from pointing.
3b. Well, a little more first couldn’t hurt.
4. Only others can point at.
4a. Sight may be limited,
how will it be known what to point at?
5. If it is only possibly to point at what is known, how will the pointer know where to point?
6. Cannot point from inside. Fuse inner and outer back together. Poetic Acts.
6a. Characteristic Plots.
Heartful Minds.
Choose scythe over train.
		
6aa. I’m sorry that doesn’t clarify anything at all.
		
This will have to be discussed at a later occasion.
7. Move away from the notion of relativism.
7a. Move away from the notion of moving away or towards.
8. Cannot pick between the bumblebee and the fly.
8a. They’re unable to become one.
A fly can never pretend to be a bumblebee.
It can rub its disgusting hands together all it wants.
It will never dance.
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Collage

Howie Good
Money is energy, so Adolf the Superman swallows gold. “I want macaroni and cheese next time,”
he confides to a woman friend. “I haven’t had it in years.” Meanwhile, a hundred heads of Einstein
have been placed on the spikes of an iron fence for Albert’s centennial. A large banner draped
across the front of the building says, Improve Every Shining Hour. The crowd that has gathered on
the sidewalk is unsure whether this is an order or just a strong suggestion. I paste the hollow zebra
to the landscape—art in the 21st century, presently untitled.
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Silicon Valley
Gerard Sarnat
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Badges colored
green & red on
orange jumpsuits
decode whom
to approach or
which of us not
during odd ducks’
field trip to Santa
Clara’s Audubon
Ranch. Nearby
toxic marsh used
to be fecund
wetlands but now
is mainly glass
& metal that crowds
out endangered species.
Fledgling jailbirds
—Asperger’s to
soft autism on
DSM’s spectrum
—once set free
program @ startups.
Our leader famous
for whooping +
hard flapping
could land her
locked up is
fondly referred
to as Sandhill
Road’s crane.

Dowager Hump
Gerard Sarnat

“Appealing workplaces are to be avoided.
One wants a room with no view, so imagination
can meet memory in the dark.”
—Annie Dillard, The Writing Life
truck truck pee the hushed daddy
into his hearse
so happy I now soon wee-wee me?
tuck tuck
mommy pooped

tick goop
a little red horse!

throttled milk from the moon
baby swaddled the jailer
meltedthewarp
crawled the edge of a never-gray-ewe
back to where the crone began
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I Am the Poet Laureate of My Butt
Ron Riekki

There is a death penalty
for hunts.
I’m a shaman,
an essential ingredient.
I come from the scholarly North,
The Bear drama,
the plural of widening.
I write
to populate.
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billy cancel issues a flood alert
Billy Cancel

billy cancel issues a flood alert
from hunter’s point to rame head
again again in a dozen repetitive
patterns what once was a dry dock of
half-finished projects is now a radical
trance extension
swine were restless i
openly grappled with the problem then
liberated myself from my tripod & joined
in the frenzy slow-mo freeze
frame & gradually came to life
gouged 2 holes in a devon promenade
started a waste bin fire so much space
to congest strange itch to re-edit
billy
also reports a storm warning in full
effect broken irregular chopping
short heavy seas it’s
the 29th so dreams had
today are not worth a
moment’s attention ain’t
signs of future reverse
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quirky unplaceable distress signals
Billy Cancel
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quirky unplaceable distress signals rusting
orange salmon pink because firewall blocked
captain swing letter twitter feed & rotten borough
arts scene was too much based upon wobble head at
the clack shack blue lamp disco had a pocket of
fews & 2s got added to the wreck pattern then
insinuated into some dialogue
pushed out upon
a boat pale white sunset long streak of
misery gave me fixed co-ordinates as obtained
from lighthouse buoys & pier lights reached some
common space baited with mirrors fell in with owl
shit junction fish ‘n’ chip mob all colors regimented
to contested landscape
what best you come
for? to break all the machines to bits? no
for joyous rollicking pretty little dales small green hill or
anytown u.s demolition party & a'int the beer cold? in
2015 i wrote 48 poems 4 a month in 2016 i intend to write
1 poem 48 times see you around campus see you on
the costa del sludge see you where
the crows fly backward

From the Wrist Down
Genelle Chaconas

The chalk outline melted over the sunger summer evening, sown in the soil like a thin white caul of
infection, possessed with flox caustic colony of fungus, toxin tropical rot. Your palmful of sugar the
surface of the sun. You remember a film screening shown at one of the theaters requisitioned by the
fashistos that squat through burnout offices. This film was a photograph of a pot of spaghetti overgrown with mold running rapid rampage reverse as a stove burner boiled the photograph alive. The
wet sulfur stain bright with blossom burst agony. The skin on your palm is a kerosene glove. Once
you saw a fashisto's arm hacked off at the elbow as he fired shots at the rebel troops and the whole
arm with the gun laid in the road as the convoy kept barreling through the narrow covered street
still top speed the cries of female radicals screeched and the fashisto did nothing but continue to
fire with a pistol from his hand and there was the arm with the machine gun still there on the merciless boil concrete as though it belonged there. Nobody really noticed. You picked it up. You imagined you could take it to your rooms and hang it on your door as a ward. To banish the dark slow
midday eyes of the neighbors that wait plaintive as tigers through the limitless sluggish windows
present to your every move. You have never seen the lips of a citizen move, only the numb echo
repeating tangles of insult and apologies. Or to summon the sinuous finger of a long forgotten rot.
Once you saw this hand sketched into the parchment of a fever dream its ink the color of your bile. It
belongs to the name of a fallen saint. Plague City works through a mundane alchemy of hands, the
mysticism of slick fingered pickpockets, the hawk conjure trick dice or bottom from the deck dealers
wheelers smugglers and tricks, the deep regal langue of gesture from the wrist. It is the commerce
of magicians, witches, tricks and swishes. Subtle direction of each joint joined in a modicum of lewd
and noxious hitches. The lines on your hand glows a blackrot glue. The veins have a stringy strength
like meat, and you remember what exercise you’ve given them. Lick the inject sight just below your
elbow. It is on the inside of arm. You’re comfortable being touched anywhere on your body interior
exterior and anterior except here, a one way avenue in a city riddled by blockage flow dead ends
and private openings. Your gristle tongue coated in thickness pulls the scab free. It formed only half
a day ago comes away with the sun sharp razor flicker of blood the black bruise ooze of plasma. It
glistens solid and quivering before the stream gloats corona slow forms a fat drop at the bottom
and hits the ground. You whisper the name you saw written backwards in your mirror today into it.
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It reminds you of a conjured passport full of the eros of lies. And you wait. The cracks in your hands
split a thin Thorazine yellow like rivers on the moon. Smell of sulfuric acids snap into focus then
simmer back under the dermis. The snap galaxies gurgle as the heavy ball of resin hits the blood.
And see the red steel still in your hand clinging to the cauldron of your free palm connected by a
stripe of black electric tape. The mass in its concave bowl seethes with a phuric blue flow. You have
no more vein for it, and inhale. It crackles the insides of your nostrils, the tip of your tongue. This
is your hand. This was the corpse’s hand. The surface of the slick weight had no boundaries. It burst
at its edges. Clouds of robber flies swarm heavy over your head. Open your mouth for only one.
Swallow gentle. You haven’t eaten in three days. Your insides the clean pools of light. The nigh leaping thighs wade through. You feel it as complex circumflex spheres within yourself. The wings and
multitudes. It emerges again the shape of a death dung beetle its wings full helix spread. The eggs
hatch. It is a swarm of moist ravens in your lungs. You imagine your loins as an ocean of movement
and color peopled by buildings constellations birds fruit and fish. You remember a photograph of
a flock of night birds caught in the stomach of a cyclone. And forget all who have knocked on those
doors at liquid hours of the tanger morning sour to the touch. Forget the coins and stones blades
and bones they offer for a chance to put their hands in. Tie a cloth soaked with salt water around your
mouth. Don’t think about the dead dressed in the gander gash gutter flash of his trade. He had one
stocking on. The body of a murdered whore is the purest omen, like a tar dipped crown cock. Don’t
think about his flesh bursting from inside from the pressure, imploding from the crude substance.
The yellow tape torn in the long thorns that people the stagnant river were abandoned as useless.
How the weight hit the mass as it hit the earth. A crime scene is an impact. It was dragged to the
silent bottom where they poured the concrete through her. Absence is the place an object should be
and is not. The lurid ghost of its vanish. This one as a gouge it made when it was dragged through
the soil leading to the rough concrete arroyo. Stand with one foot on his head and one on his heart.
One on his chest one on his crotch. One on either side of his shoulders. One above him and one
below him. Press your lips against the burst windpipe your ear against his spleen. And as the lampblack hits your blood like the stagnant river that circles Plague City thrice over, speak his name.

iV

iDrew
we marched towards downing street holding
a demonstration dressed for the occasion wearing
mini skirt and four inch
heels some one shouted
old skool
bras on fire
but these days it’s more
V for Vagina
gemma and me two by two next
to some trotskyists shouting viva
la revolution
united colours of black bloc sun block
tower block joy ride crash a volvo
cocktails of a high street bar-b-que
viva la vulva i feel
purple and green pant gasp scream baby scream
V for Vagina
then i get home kick off
me shoes and he’s
spliff in one hand can in the other
his thing out in its veiny
holy trinity vainglory
com’on drew babe be a vampire of jizz
wanna kick he’s head right off
chuck it in the bin
then ‘e says what’s for tea i fancy sausage
and gash
i give him the 5-0 look of babylonia
seasoned with pepper spray
wind ‘im up with a flash of gusset as i tell ‘im
of the vibrator games i play
V for Vagina
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your turn to cook tea i tell him vexed
he orders pizza as it’s delivered i pour his lager into
a glass and add some piss (hope he ain’t
reading this) venus smile as he takes a sip
voodoo prayers without moving
me lips pukka guerrilla
tactics for kachina pseudo-karma
i flick him the V-sign
but not V for Valentine or
V for Victory
girl power
spiced up yer life these days it’s more
V for Vagina

Probably Mausoleum
Robert Keith

probably mausoleum tape recorder almost property poppy
malachite raspberries
useless butter
checkmate machine
honey nurse less dead meter
soap past skill mouse between international degree
bridge moon pancake silence
stylish opportunity perhaps
wet prayer
younger milk coin soft muscle
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Biographical Information
Billy Cancel has recently appeared in Blazevox, Gobbet & West Wind Review. His
latest body of work PSYCHO'CLOCK is out on Hidden House Press. He is 1/2 of the
noise/pop duo Tidal Channel. Sound poems, visual shorts and other aberrations can
be found at billycancelpoetry.com

Genelle Chaconas is genderfluid, queer, an abuse survivor, underemployed, and

proud. They earned their BA in Creative Writing from CSUS (2009), and their MFA
in Writing and Poetics from Naropa University (2015). Their first chapbook is Fallout,
Saints, and Dirty Pictures (2011, little m press). They volunteer with Tule Review.

Louie Crew Clay has written 2,689 published manuscripts and has been
a fellow at the Ragdale and Wurlitzer foundations. He’s professor emeritus at
Rutgers and lives in New Jersey with his husband Ernest Clay. Find more at
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Louie_Crew#Queer_Poet_and_Writer

30 Glenda George works and publishes as a writer, poet, literary translator, performer,

and teacher. Her new retrospective selection, A Child in the Playground, is available.
Find more at www.facebook.com/glendageorgeachildintheplayground/

Howie Good co-edits White Knuckle Press with Dale Wisely.
Zachary Scott Hamilton has been published in The Newer York, Queen Mob's

Teahouse, Sleepingfish, BlazeVOX, Spinning Jenny, and Fur-Lined Ghettos. He is the
founding editor at Mannequin Haus. Find more at infii2.weebly.com

iDrew has been published both online and in print. She enjoys shopping,
boys, and clubs but insists these are all merely research for her writing. She
is also one of the founding members of the Clueless Collective. Find more at
www.cluelesscollective.co.uk

Mary Kasimor's recent poetry collections are The Landfill Dancers (BlazeVOX Books

2014) and Saint Pink (Moria Books 2015). Her chapbook, The Nature Store, will be
published this spring by Dancing Girl Press.

Robert Keith is the author of Chicken Scratch (forthcoming 2017), How to design
a hail storm (Another New Calligraphy), Signature Move (Knives Forks and Spoons)
and re: verbs (Bareback editions), as well as four chapbooks. His writing appears in
Canadian and international literary journals.

Marina Manoukian is a twenty-something year old reader and writer. She currently
lives in Berlin, where she is working towards a Master of Arts in English Philology. Find
more at marinamanoukian.wordpress.com

Anna Mirzayan is a doctoral candidate in Theory and Criticism at Western Universi-

ty, where she focuses on materialist feminism, aesthetics, and post-human theory. She
is interested in the politics of science fiction, the resistance potential of contemporary
art, and using theory texts to write poetry that explores the former.

Ron Riekki's non-fiction, fiction, and poetry have been published or are upcoming in

The Threepenny Review, River Teeth, Spillway, Rattle, New Ohio Review, Shenandoah,
Canary, Bellevue Literary Review, Prairie Schooner, New Orleans Review, Little Patuxent Review, Wigleaf, Juked, Dunes Review, New Verse News, and many other literary
journals.

Gerard Sarnat is a physician, Stanford professor, and healthcare organization CEO.
His collections include Homeless Chronicles (2010), Disputes, 17s, and Melting the Ice
King (2016). His sequence KADDISH FOR THE COUNTRY was selected for pamphlet
distribution as part of the Washington DC and nationwide Women’s Marches. He was
also nominated for a 2016 Pushcart Prize. Find more at www.gerardsarnat.com

Erin Slaughter is pursuing an MFA at Western Kentucky University, where she teach-

es undergraduate writing classes. You can find her writing in River Teeth, Sundog Lit,
and Bellingham Review, among others. Her first chapbook of poetry, Elegy for the
Body, is forthcoming from Slash Pine Press.

Ash Turner is a NYC-based writer and collaborator interested in interdisciplinary

art-making. She holds a B.A. in English and Music from Florida State University, where
she focused her studies on hybrid genres, hypertexts, and composition techniques.
Her poetry has been published in The Lost Country and Contraposition Magazine.
Find more at www.ashleyturner.info and @aturnerwrites
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